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Karankaura indians using tar from Texas beaches to decorate pottery and make it avaterproof

Karankacea Indian pottery from the Pre-Cofumbian Ken-Crane site on the Texas Coast. Darkened areas
are tar decorations and markings,

FRONT COVER � Gas bubbies seeping from coral reef formation at Flower Gardens Bank on the Texas Continental Shelf,
BACK COVER � Worldwide locations of some reported onshore and offshore hydrocarbon seeps.



Introduction

T
he ocean environment is a dynamic and con-

stant!y changing system. In addition to sup-
plying manv of our basic needs including cer-

tain foods and oxvgen, as well as a means of corn-
munication, it provides us with a source of recrea-
tion, and appeals to our aesthetic senses.

Countless substances enter the oceans as a re-

sult of material usage and energy production by so-
ciety, Some are alien to the marine system, but
others have a!readv existed for millions ofyears, Pe-
troleum hydrocarbons found today in the ocean are
derived from servera! significant sources. These in-
clude hvdrocarbons released into the marine envi-
ronment resulting from, �! mankind's need for
energy and transportation, �! from hydrocarbons
produced by the marine organisms themselves, and
�! from hydrocarbons originating from natural geo-
logic processes causing them to seep upward to the
sea floor,

Recent scientific studies provide evi-
dence for significant naturally occurring
oH and gas seeps that have existed in the
marine environment for thousands of
years. Samples of the use of asphalt to decorate
pottery and make it waterproof bv Karankawa
Indians living on Padre Island, Texas as far back as
pre-Columbian times may be seen in the Sate Muse-
um in Austin, Texas. There are also many
references in the historica! literature of the 16th and

17th centuries of Spanish explorers cau!king their
ships with tar found on the beaches off south Texas
and Louisiana. In fact, this historical evidence was
an important reason why the research program to
studv natura!ly occurring hydrocarbons in the Gulf
of Mexico was started in 1971 bv the Oceanography
Department of Texas ASM University.

Recent investigations indicate that hydrocarbons
in the marine environment are not necessarily detri-
rnenta! to marine !ife. For example, off the coast
of Trinidad oysters and clams grow
prolifically in waters containing naturally
occurring oil seeps. Large amounts of bacteria
growing in the enriched hydrocarbon water may
serve as food sources for these molluscs. Soviet sci-

entists have demonstrated that a food chain of bac-
teria and certain small shellfish cou!d be maintained

bv bubbling Carbon 14-labe!ed methane gas
through a bacterial suspension in the water. Stud-
ies made from a submersible on the
bottom of the Gulf of Mexico shoae fish

swimming throuqh streams of naturally
occurring gas rising from beneath the sea
floor into the water column. Unquestionablv,
the factors affecting the behavior of the organisms
in the above samples is more complex than this, but
it appears that all petroleum hydrocarbons in the
marine environment resulting from natural or acci-
dental causes are not necessarily harmfu!.

Ott and qas have been keeptng into the martne enViranment fOr thau
sanCk of years.





ico with oceanographic reporting forms. Many of
the ships reported huge patches of oil,
some more than 100 miles long and several
miles utide, and others aeere oval-shaped
and 30 or more miles betide.

Although the locations vary, the general area of
sightings were west of the Mississippi Delta and
north of lattitude 26' N. A number of vessels
reported that oil u as seen bubbling on the
surface, and a report on September 10,
1909 from the steamship COMEDIAN de-
scribed it specifrcally "as coming up in
three jets". lt was generallv described as dark or
dark yellow, "sometimes so thick that vessels pass-

Map from a 1902 publication showing oi! pond locations along the
Texas-Louisiana coast.

inq through will hardly make a ripple on the water.
The oil floats awav from the source in large fields,
but it absorbs oxygen from the air and evaporates
quickly. Upon evaporating, the oil residue of hydro-
carbon disappears and the emulsion, mixing with
the water, first has the appearance of slime. It is gen-
erally reported as discolored water, and later turns
the water milky white. This appearance is often re-
ported in the eastern part of the Gulf Current and as
far south as the Florida Reefs."

In 1954, Lynch prepared a chart shouting
30 reported incidents of oil sightings in the
Gulf believed to be oil seeps. Earlier, in
1933, Price reported a seep an the north
end of St. Joseph's Island off the Texas
coast.

SketCh fram bOOk by VinCent showing location of "tan gum" On
Louisiana beach.

Hildebrand, in 1954 before any appreciable oil
was produced cornrnercially from the Gulf of Mex-
ico, surveyed the beaches from northern Mexico to
Bradenton, Florida to determine the amount of tar
present. In summary, he noted, "Petroleum resi-
dues occur on all beaches in the north Gulf from

Washington Beach, Tamaulipas, Mexico to Fort
Walton Beach, Florida. In general it is most abun-
dant around tidal inlets."

Naturally occurring hydrocarbons are
not confined to the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean. In fact, they have been report-
ed from all over the teorld � geographi-
cally and historically � as far back as bib-
lical times. Noah used it for waterproofing the
Ark, constructed of gopher wood, lined with pitch
inside and out. The mother of Moses put her baby
inside a bitumen-lined cradle for Pharaoh's

daughter to find along the bank of the River Nile.
Throughout the early ages in the countries that
cradled civilization, peasant peoples living humbly
and in fear of an unknown god, worshipped the
mysterious fire that burned forever without cause.
They also collected oil oozing from seepages for
their lamps, for primitive domestic uses, and when
set on fire, was a weapon against their enemies.

A world-wide summary of recent seep occurren-
ces is shown on a chart on the back cover, compiled
by Wilson and others, and published in Science in
1974.
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Locatton of eight naturaity occurring hydrocarbon seeps choosen as representative of this type of hydrocarbon seepage phenomenon.

R/V GYRE was joined by the two-man research
submersible DRV DIAPHUS on many occasions.
The five ton DRV DIAPHUS is 2 1 feet long, cruises
on battery power at 2 knots and can operate at max-
imum depth of 1200 feet, Geological features, bio-
logical communities and natural gas seeps on
carbonate banks off the Texas and Louisiana coasts
were investigated and documented using still and
motion pictures.

"Oceanography from a satellite" � the words
themselves sound incongruous. But because af the
advancing spacecraft technologv during the last 15
years, powerful remote sensors permit recognition
of oil slicks on the ocean surface and the monitoring
of these large-scale events. The satellite photograph
shown is presumed to be an oi! slick of undeter-
mined origin in the Gulf of Mexico occurring about
150 miles SE of the Mississippi Delta.  Page 1 1.!



Tars on Texas beaches

T
ar samples were co!!ected several times a
year during the last eight vears from Texas
beaches extendinq from the Rio Grande to

the Sabine River. The tar masses col!ected occur in
many shapes and sizes � from srnal! fragments to
large masses.

Both free floating and bottom daeelling
marine organisms are occasionally found
groasing on tar masses collected from the
beach. Tall beach grasses have also been
recorded groaning through the tar ifumps.
In 1975, much of the tar found on the beaches was
associated with extensive deposits of sea weed,
which several weeks earlier had been observed

more than 100 miles offshore during an Oi! Seep
cruise, The head park ranger at the National Sea-
shore Station on Padre Island also commented on
this phenomenon These high concentrations of sea-
weed are comparable to a similar incident reported
in 1954 by Hildebrand during his extensive beach
survey, and again in 1978 by members of the Oil
Seep research group. This does not necessarily
mean that there was unusual growth of this algae in
the Gulf at these times. However, it does indicate a
marked change for these years in the major
circulation pattern, both offshore and nearshore in
the southwestern portion of the Gulf.

Drift bottles were released periodically from ships
to determine the direction and rate of water move-

ment in the western Gulf. Evidence for seasonal var-

iations in general current directions were obtained
in these studies. Data also indicate that very com-
plex and variable currents exist in shallow coastal
waters. These and other current studies

shoae that tar originating in the Mexican
seep zones off the 'Vucatan Peninsula and
Laguna Tamiahua can drift northaeard to
Texas and Louisiana beaches.

Different types of tar in various concentrations
extending over 135 miles of the beach from Browns-
ville to Sabine suqgest a constant and significant
source, The concentration of shipping
along the southern coast of Texas is not
sufficient to supply the amount of tar ob-
served. Therefore, it is suggested that the
seepage of natural hydrocarbons is the
primary source of this material.

In April 1975, a major plankton bloom associated
in a large wind row was observed from R/V GYRE
south of Corpus Christi, Texas. Alonq with the sea-

weed, plankton, and tar, !itter from man's activities
was observed in the water, Flying fish, dolphin fish
and Portuguese men-of-war were found in the same
area,

From a distance, the wind row appeared to be a
giant-oi! s!ick. Five gallons of water was taken and
net tows were made from the water surface. Micro-

scopic examination ot the net tows and extraction
of the water sample with benzene showed that the
"slick" was just a broth of living organisms and not
an oil emulsion.

On the Ju!y 1975 beach patrol, more dark rnate-
rial was discovered washed on shore. A drift bottle

thrown into the water in April as part of the current
study was a!so found. lnitialy, fieM observers
thought they may have found the
remnants of an oil spill. Subsequent analy-
sis of the material shoaeed that the
apparent "tar mass" aeas sewage sludge.
Thus, some of the observations of "oil slicks" in the
Gulf or tar masses on the beaches actually mav be,
for example, areas of thick plankton blooms or
other organic debris.

k
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Restr ts oj one daft curd study.

Tar floating rn the open ocean

Tars forrnd in at  shat>es and srees a orig the beach



Organisms associated
with tar specimens...

... on small tar specimens

. or large tar mats

, incorporated into clam shegs

or growing through a tar lump.growing on a tar lump





Searching for
hydrocarbons in the
marine environment

Research uessel R V GYRE from Texas A8rM Uniuersity. One of seuero! ships used on hydrocarbon collection cruises.

Tar samples were collected among debris and sea weed washed to shore during a seasona1 beach potro1 from Sabine Pass to Brownsu tte, Texas.
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DRV DlAPHUS being launched off stern of R V GYRE.

Texas A8rM University scientists performing shipboard chemi-
ca! analysis designed to detect hydrocarbons in the water.

Satellite photo oj possible oil stick of undetermined origin in the Gulf of Mexico, 150 miles
southeast nj the Mississippi River.

DRV DIAPHUS exploring the ocean bottom.



Results of the research
program "Nataarally
Occurring Hydrocarbons
in the Gulf of Mexico"

9  ost by evaporation rn 6 weeksoif

Gulf Coast Miocene Oi!
Gulf Coast Pliocene Ot
Venea. Cretaceous Oil
Venes. Paleocene Oil
Kuwa>t Oil,
Coal Oii Point Seep Oii
Venezuelan Crude,.....
East Cameron Block Oil

 Gulf Coast!
Gulf Coast Chevron .
Bunker C Fuel.
Exxon Fuel Oil .
Diesel Fuel .

.. 77.9
,. 61.7
,. 38.1
,, 22.1
,. 39.0
., 15.0
., 63.2
,, 58.0

.. 63.9

.. 5.0

.. 24.5

.. 65.0
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CHEMICAL PROGRAM

p
roper assessment of the components corn-

prising the "hydrocarbon load" now carried
by the oceans, defined as the proportions

contributed by nature and by man, requires a relia-
ble estimate of the rate of seepage from marine
seeps. A major objective of this program
ttras first to chemica0y analyze and cate-
gori ze floating tars and tar-like stt b-
stances obtained from the Gu f of Mexico,
as ttte0 as from the beaches; and then to
correlate them lilith their origin. The cornpo-
sition of petroleum is so complex that a single chem-
ical diagnostic characteristic cannot be considered
as definitively identifying it. The problem is further
complicated by the severe physical, as well as chem-
ical alteration to which tars are subjected after they
enter the environment.

The method used in this research program was to
employ diagnostic techniques standard to the pe-
troleum industry, evaluate the results, and then
either adopt the test on a routine basis or abandon
it. If a petroleum residue is collected in a few days, or
even up to 30 days for some materials, after it enters
the marine environment, it can be relatively simple
to identify its source. This assumes a library of infor-
mation on properties of all possible sources is avail-
able. Matching the oil residue with the source is
generally done by a chemical technique known as
gas chromatography. A multiple-test can also be
used requiring several chemical tests to study diag-
nostic properties of hydrocarbons, Identification of
nitrogen, sulfur, oxygen or trace metals are a few
typical tests that might be performed.

After a crude oil, fuel oil, or crude oil sludge has
been in the marine environment for some months
marked changes can occur in some of its initial
properties. The extent of these long-term changes
has not been studied adequately to the point where
definite results can always be obtained. Scientists
have identified some natural processes affecting the
fate of oil on the sea, such as evaporation, mechani-
cal transport by wind, tide and currents, true disso-
lution, and dispersion, bacterial action, formation of
oil-in-water emulsions, and absorption by particles
in the water. But there is still a special need for addi-

tional study of long-term weathering effects to de-
terrnine which processes cause the greatest change
in the chemical characteristics of oil, tar and gas in
water.

Table II, Examples of Evaporation I osses of Var-
ious Crude and Fuel Oils in Outdoor Sea Tanks at
College Station, Texas A/ter 6 Weeks

One interesting result of this research
program is that the soft beach tars col-
lected from Sabine Pass to Brotttnsville,
Texas have altnost identical gas chroma-
togrants. Bat these differed significantly
from chromatograms obtained from hard
asphaltic beach tars. An idea of the accuracy
of this method is demonstrated by the fact that
samples collected over this distance of about 150
miles could yield such identical gas chrornatograms.

At first it was thought the soft tars might be the re-

This material, thought to be tar on the beach, was anatyeed and found
to be sewage sludge � not tar,



Plankton bloom and heavy seaweed concentration in Gulf of Mexico as observed from R V GYRE, near Corpus Chnstr', Texas,

Seaweed ond litter observed at sea was found washed up on a South Texas beach 3 months later.



suit of repeated Bunker C fue! oil spi!ls. But when
chromatograms of some Bunker C fuel oil and some
weathered Bunker C oil were compared with those
of the soft beach tars, the similarity was very poor
between the Bunker C and soft tars. Thisindicates
that the soft beach tars had some other
heavy crude oil origin � possibly from an oil
seep. Table III be!ow shows a few of the properties of
se!ected samples determined by chemical ana!ysis.

Table ill. Summary of Sulfur Content of Floating
and Beach Tars in the Gulf of Mexico Area

Average '8 Sulfur
'u Sulfur . 3'" Sulfur

General
Location

frfo, of
Samples

19 3.64 68. 5'IS. Texas 10 Fathom
Floating Tars, Aug. 1974

Previous Gulf
Floating Tars

Trans Atlantic;
Floa ing Tars

S. Texas Beach Tars,
Aug. 1974

Previous S. Texas
Bi ach Tars

Galveston Beach Tars
West l=lorida Beach

Tats
Mexican Beac.h Tars
Bottom Tars of S.W.

Gulf of Mexico

69 1.36 6.0

20 1. 49 5.0"

37 4 08 94.6"

70 46.0"�3.53

34
51

1 5
1.34

6.0'tr
2,2 ii

4.89
6.10

100 0'
100.0"o

8
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The hard, dense, asphaltic beach tars are also
found al! over the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico�

even away from shipping lanes. Their wide distribu.
tion again suggests that they may originate from tar
seeps within the Gulf.

In 1974, an Oil Seep Program studv involved col-
lection and analysis of floating tars from the equato-
rial Atlantic. Fifty stations were sampled, but only 20
had any measurable tar, The calculated average tar
concentration was 1.20 mgfm2 for this particular
cruise. These Atlantic tars had a low average su!fur
content of 1.49"!o comparable to the sulfur content
of the floating tars of the Gulf of Mexico and Carib-
bean. Gas chromatography of the trans-Atlantic
tars showed that about half the tars might be fuel oil
residues,

As a result of these and previous sfudies
of environmental tars, it may be conclud-
ed that a unique source or sources of high
sulfur and high vanadium content oils
exists ufithin the Guff of Mexico and Car-
ibbean system. These could originate,
for example, from seeps in the southaeest
part of the Gulf of Mexico. The residues from
this source or sources are washed up on the south

Texas beaches in late summer, when the current
regime causes tars to be transported from these
areas.  See drift card studv, page 7.!

The average f!oating oil residue in the Gu!f varies
with weather conditions. For calm seas, floating tar
in the Gulf averaged 1.46 mg/m'; for rough seas the
concentrations were lower due to turbulent mixing,
0,04 mg/m'-. Using 1.46 mg/m' as the maximum
average concentration of floating tar yields approx-
imately 2330 metric tons for the Gulf of Mexico
 area of 1,602 x 10'km'!. For the Caribbean farea of
2,64 x 10ekm'! the amount floating at any one time is
calculated to be 2640 metric tons assuming 0.98
rng/m2 COncentratiOn, FOr COmpariSOn, the
Mediterranean  area of 2.93 x 10~km~! has
an estimated floating tar concentration of
50,000 metric fons. This is almost 20 times
that in the Caribbean and/or Gulf of
Mexico.

The values for total tar in these areas are based

on certain assumptions, and the f!oating concentra-
tions change from time to time. However, the point
to consider is that the oil residues in the Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean are substantia!ly !ess
compared with those found in the Sargasso Sea and
especiallv the Mediterranean.

Drift card and container used in current survey.
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BIOLOGICAL PROGRAM

The Texas A8zM University submersible DRV
DIAPHUS has been active for the past several years
in an extensive interdisciplinary research program
to study naturally occurring hydrocarbons in the
Gulf. Earlier, surface vessels carrying bottom profil-
ing equipment and gas "sniffers" were used for the
reconnaissance portion of this program. Anillustra-
tion of naturally occurring gases emanating from a
seep on the ocean floor, obtained by a seismic sub-
bottom profiler, is shown on page 16. However, the
submersible was needed to investigate at first-hand,
the geology and biology of the areas surrounding
the hydrocarbon seeps.

It was determined from submersible observa-

tions, that streams of bubbles corning from the sea-
floor, flow out sporadically rather than continuous-
ly. This is an important factor in determining the ac-
curacy of estimates of the total amount of gas escap-
ing from the bottom. Another important ad-
vantage of using a submersible in the
study was to document with still and mo-
tion picture cameras the reaction of fish
to these upward migrating gas bubbles. It
became evident that they were not ad-
versely affected by the gas; and appeared
to be oblivious to the presence of the
bubbles.

jVet jor collecting jtooting sorjace tars.

Attempts were made in the earlier phases of this
program to study the gas bubbles using a television
camera trailing over the side of the ship. However,
the results obtained in this manner did not yield the
quantitative results achieved using DRV DIAPHUS.
The results from submersible operations
such as these can be used to reach mean-
ingful decisions with regard to promulgat-
ing more realistic oil and gas production
regulations, as they pertain to the effect of
hydrocarbons on the environment.

GEOLOGICAL ASPEC TS
OF HYDROCARBON SEEPAGE

Marine hvdrocarbon seeps are almost alwavs
found in sedimentary rocks, although seeps are
found in different geologic formations all over the
world. Comparison of the onshore and offshore
seep frequencv data with a worldwide seismic map
shows a strong relationship between areas of high
seepage and deformed areas of the earth's crust. A
correlation does not exist between the size of corn-

mercial petroleum reserves and degree of seepage
activity, but rather between the type of geologic
structure and seepage activity. This means that all
seepage areas are not necessarilv commercial pe-
troleum producing provinces. For example, despite
extensive seepage in the northern half of Cuba,
comparatively little cornrnerical hydrocarbon re-
serves have been found.

Hydrocarbon seepage bv its very nature implies
that there is a physical conduit of some kind con-
necting the petroleum reservoir with the surface. A
study of seismic records containing evidence of gas
seeps shows a close association with a geologic
phenomenon known as "faulting", It is a shifting of
the near-surface rocks of the earth that can create a

pathwav or conduit through which hydrocarbons
can readily migrate upward.

In the Gulf of Mexico, hydrocarbons can also
seep up through older sediments as they are com-
pressed by younger ove riving ones. lt was proposed
bv Sweet, formerlv associated with this research
program, that hydrocarbon migration toward the
surface during the compaction of sediments may be
the major source of material comprising tar balls
found floating in the ocean. Many tar balls and
tars have been dredged up from near-
surface sediments in the Gulf of Merico,
or foundin geologic core samples taken on
the Sigsbee Knolls. Similar evidence is
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present in the southern Caribbean. Con-
sidering the volume and surface area of sediments in
the Gulf of Mexico, one can conclude that
seepage or oozing occurring in small
amounts locally can spread over wide
areas of the Gulf and Caribbean. These
comprise the predominant source of tar,
floating on the Gulf, on its beaches, and
within and on the sediments of the bottom
of the Gulf. There is no logical reason why this
constant oozing should not be occurring worldwide
under similar geological and oceanographic condi-
tions.

Active gas seeps were located from evidence in
the water column portion of the sub-bottom seismic
profiles as seen below. In addition, bubbles were vis-
ually sighted from the surface and were recorded on
video tapes, These video tapes also showed
several different species of fish swimming
through the gas bubbles.

Q�!j%pQj' g!'-~ "i': 3<&4!ir 3'~8' «'~:3:3~3%%<"�~@!>"';+'
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Gas seeps associated with salt domes in the northern Gulf of Mexico.

Gas canting front sea f loot around a coral i eef off the Texas coast.

CONCLUSIONS

Historical and contemporary data indi-
cate that hydrocarbon seepage has been,
and is, occurring in the Gulf of Mexico and
elsewhere in the petroleum provinces of
the world. It has proven difficult to pinpoint oil
seeps in deep water areas of the Gulf, although
many areas having anomalous concentrations of hy-
drocarbons in the water column are recorded on

sub-bottom seismic profiler records. They have also
been detected and analyzed with chemical "snif-
fers". These seeps occur at times even at consider-
able distances from commercial production.
However, along the coast south of Tam-
pico, Mexico, the oil seeps are con-
spicuous; and all available information
also indicates active oil seepage has, and
still exists in the northern Gulf.  See page 9,!

Emphasis in the Texas A8cM Naturally Occurrinq
Hvdrocarbon Research Program was placed on
studying the chemical composition, the quantity
and distribution, as well as the biological effects of
liquid, gaseous, and tarlike hydrocarbons found in
the Gulf of Mexico. However, the basic issue with

Evidence o  naturally ou.urrtng oil seep ei Gulf of Mexico on a seismic suttttottont
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this or any similar study is not only "how much" and
"where", but "what is the total effect" on the envi-
ronrnent.

Investigators have described in general terms the
manner in which petroleum interacts with the rest of
the marine environmental system, However, the a-
bility to evaluate the specific effects of hydrocar-
bons, especial!y quantative!y, is in its early stages. It
is also difficult to predict accurate!y the complete
chemical behavior of specific hydrocarbons. But,
based on the results obtained from these
studies of naturally occurring hydrocar-
bons, ii is reasonable to state that a lout
intensity, persistent introduction of hy-
drocarbons over thousands of years into
an ecosystem has not been deleterious to
the marine eneirontnent. An ecosystem influ-
enced in this manner can continue to be biologically
active and should not be considered to have been ir-

reparably harmed, Therefore, future marine pollu-
tion by petroleum hydrocarbons appears to be less
of a problem than that caused by other materials of
concern today,
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Composite efforts of tar tou stations from the Guff, Caribbean, and tropical Atfantic
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